
I am pleased to announce that I have joined our Schools Direct sales team as an 
account manager. I am now responsible for sales into selected schools in the 
Auckland region, Bay of Plenty and all South Island schools.
Many of you I have meet during the 25 years I have worked at Gordon Harris. In that 
time I have enjoyed looking after Advertising Agencies, Graphic Design Studios, 
Illustrators, Architects, Artists and more recently Street Artists. I look forward 
to working with and learning from you as we continue to develop our 
business supplying Secondary School Art and Technology departments. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any queries.

MAY 2018

Glenn Toms
glenn@gordonharris.co.nz     ph 09 520 8594    mob 0274 316 093
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Books.
Art

The Dark Book
The Dark Book presents a survey of 
our darkest fears. Featuring the work 
of 30 world famous artists. Explored 
in media as diverse as pen and ink, 
painting, sculpture and photography, 
the work acts as both metaphor 
for the artists own pain as well as 
a mirror of our own anxieties, thus 
exploring our shared humanity.

$79.99

Bodies of Work Contemporary 
Figurative Painting
These paintings depict our feelings 
and sentiments while capturing 
the impulses behind the range of 
figuration presented by today’s 
contemporary international artists. 
An important resource for those 
interested in contemporary figurative 
painting.
$119.99

Screenprinting Sketchbook 
to Squeegee
The Ultimate Studio Guide is a 
definitive, fully illustrated manual 
on the techniques, materials, 
and processes of screen printing. 
An essential and highly practical 
reference, equally suited for 
beginning and experienced printers, 
with step-by-step tutorials.
$55.00

History of Graphic Design 
1890-1959
This book offers a comprehensive 
history of graphic design from 
the end of the 19th century to the 
remains of World War II. It traces the 
evolution of this creative field from 
its beginning as poster design to its 
further development into advertising, 
corporate identity, packaging, and 
editorial design. 
$140.00

Colour Index XL
This book provides aspiring 
designers, artists, and creative 
individuals working with colour with 
an indispensable, one-stop method 
for reviewing and selecting current, 
up-to-date colour palettes for their 
creative projects.
$55.00

Bookbinding Folding, Sewing 
and Binding
Bookbinding is a unique and 
essential reference guide, explaining 
bookbinding techniques with clear 
illustrations and easy to follow text. 
Packed full of insights from the 
world’s best, it contains everything 
you need to know to create 
beautiful books.
$95.00
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Elizabeth Peyton Dark Incandence
Elizabeth Peyton’s work has been 
acclaimed since the early 1990s, 
when she began exhibiting her 
intimate portraits of artists, musicians, 
historical figures, and friends. This 
new volume presents a time of 
introspection and a more personal 
painterly language.
$119.00

Kehinde Wiley A New Republic
Celebrated for his classically styled 
paintings that depict African American 
men in heroic poses, Kehinde Wiley 
is among the expanding ranks of 
prominent black artists. This volume 
surveys Wiley’s career from 2001 to 
the present.
$125.00

Biophilia Christopher Marley
Christopher Marley’s Biophilia 
captures the colour and pattern in 
different natural objects, and he 
examines the deep relationships 
among them. A must have for artists, 
designers and lovers of nature.
$80.00

Bosch
This magnificent, richly illustrated 
book reproduces these masterpieces 
and other recently cleaned and 
restored paintings, and reveals 
hitherto unknown facets of 
Bosch’s art. 
$65.00

Contemporary Voices Asian 
And Islamic Art
The first book to cover the Asian and 
Islamic contemporary art scene. Over 
the past twenty years, no other part 
of the world has undergone as many 
changes as the Asian and Islamic 
regions. Discover exciting artists 
dealing with painting, sculpture & 
photography.

$120.00

David Hockney 82 Portraits
This book presents a recent body of 
work by Hockney, the most popular 
British artist of the last century. 
Looking exclusively at the portraits 
he has been painting in the last few 
years. Explore Hockney’s vibrant 
return to the technicolour form.
$99.00

Language of Bugs Zhu Yingchun
This award-winning art book is made 
completely from the perspective and 
language of bugs, from the front page 
to the final chapter, with no human 
writing and text, only the “writing” 
of bugs. Inspired by the marks left 
behind by a cicada walking across 
Zhu Yingchun’s sketchbook.
$59.99

Alices Adventures Alice Hawkins
Displaying an uncommon flair 
for storytelling that imbues each 
image with a sense of the sublime, 
Alice Hawkins’ work explores the 
importance of individuality, role play, 
dressing up, fantasy and playfulness, 
all of which have become hallmarks 
of her career. Intimate, ecletic and a 
highly original visual journey.

$50.00

Tracey Moffat My Horizon
Tracey Moffatt is arguably Australia’s 
most successful artist. She has 
exhibited in galleries and museums 
around the world and is the recipient 
of the International Center of 
Photography’s 2007 Infinity Award for 
Art. My Horizon is the first book on 
this esteemed artist in ten years. With 
all new work, including large-scale 
photography and film.
$55.00

Yayoi Kusama Infinity Mirrors
World-renowned Japanese artist 
Yayoi Kusama has worked in a 
variety of media, including painting, 
sculpture, performance art, and 
installation. Kusama’s iconic Infinity 
Mirror Room installations reflect 
endlessly, distorting rooms to project 
the illusion of infinite space.
$110.00
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Jimmie Durham
This highly anticipated new edition 
brings this important book up to 
date, tracing Durham’s remarkable 
life from his experiences in the US, 
Mexico, and Europe - including his 
early involvement with the American 
Indian Movement - to his most recent 
output. 
$100.00

A-Z Great Modern Artists
A most striking, design-led reference 
book, A to Z Great Modern Artists 
features portraits of 52 key modern 
artists, rendered in each artist’s 
own characteristic style - including 
Aleksandr Rodchenko, Andy Warhol, 
and Barbara Hepworth. You’ll love 
this guide to global artists of the 
modern age.
$29.99

Modern Art America 1908-1968
(paperback)
A radical re-evaluation of American 
modernism through four generations 
of artists and their work. Discover 
exciting new connections between 
artists and artworks, which strongly 
suggest that 1945 was not such a 
dividing line in art history after all.
$80.00

Pierre Gilles 40
This volume traces four decades of 
artistic collaboration between the 
photographer and painter known as 
Pierre et Gilles. This year-by-year 
retrospective of their vast oeuvre, 
accompanied by an incisive essay by art 
critic Eric Troncy, showcases the genesis 
and development of their sublime, 
audacious, and explicitly confected fusion 
of photography and painting. 
$95.00

Nature Morte (paperback)
This visually stunning and timely book 
reveals how leading artists of the 
twenty- first century are reinvigorating 
the still life, a genre previously 
synonymous with the sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century Old Masters. 
Michael Petry’s careful curation of 
this exciting revamp celebrates works 
by emerging and established artists 
alike, from all over the globe.
$65.00

Abstract Expressionism
The last major collective Abstract 
Expressionism exhibition to have taken 
place in the UK occurred in 1959. This 
bold publication, and the exhibition it 
accompanies, seeks to redress the 
balance and re-evaluate the movement, 
recognising its complex and fluid reality, 
and encompassing sculptors such as 
David Smith and photographers such 
as Aaron Siskind.
$129.00

American Dream Printmaking
This book presents an overview of the 
development of American printmaking 
since 1960, paying attention to 
key figures such as Jasper Johns, 
Robert Rauschenberg and Andy 
Warhol. The 1960’s was a period of 
change in the production, marketing 
and consumption of prints and the 
medium attracted a new generation 
of artists.
$90.00

Hidden Frida Kahlo
In this fascinating look at over 180 
“hidden” images Helga Prignitz-Poda, 
one of the world’s leading authorities 
on the Mexican artist, pulls back the 
curtain on masterpieces that rarely, if 
ever, see the inside of an exhibition 
or gallery. 
$125.00

GirlGaze:  How Girls See 
The World
Amanda de Cadenet blazes a new 
trail for women image makers with a 
hip, accessible, spirited book, offering 
a collection of works by young up-
and-coming female photographers 
from all over the world who capture 
how young women see other 
women, the space around them, and 
themselves. 
$69.99

Film Posters Of The Russian 
Avant Garde
At the intersection of the visual, 
graphic, and cinematic arts, film 
posters are a unique and thrilling 
record. This book brings together 250 
posters from the pre-Stalin Soviet 
Union of the 1920’s and 1930’s to 
explore the energy and invention of 
this period, before Soviet Realism 
became the official art doctrine.
$50.00
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Spectrum 24 Contemporary 
Fantasy Art
The best-selling Spectrum series 
continues with this 24th lavishly 
produced annual. Challenging, 
controversial, educational, and 
irreverent, this award-winning series 
reinforces both the importance and 
prevalence of fantastic art in today’s 
culture. With exceptional images by 
extraordinary creators.
$99.99

Geek Ink
Geek Ink presents magnificent 
ideas for tattoos on themes from 
science fiction and fantasy, as well 
as a wide range of topics across 
science, mathematics, literature, and 
philosophy. 
$32.99

Draw Manga Simple Steps
If you have always wanted to draw 
manga but weren’t sure how to 
begin, this fun and simple step-by-
step book will help kick-start your 
comic-drawing journey. Learn how 
to draw boys, girls and creatures 
(ordinary and extraordinary) in the 
manga style. 
$39.99

Manga Crash Course Fantasy
Manga artist and popular YouTuber, 
Mina “MISTIQARTS” Petrovic, helps 
you bring your wildest manga fantasies 
to life. Let your creativity loose as you 
learn how to draw hair that glows like 
a rainbow, animals that take human 
form, strange and outrageous scenery, 
and so much more. 
$49.99

Creature Garden 
Illustration Guide
This book takes you on a step-by-
step expedition through the natural 
world, teaching you how to draw 
and paint 50 animals in a whimsical 
folk-art style. Your guides on this 
journey are the illustrator team Harry 
and Zanna Goldhawk who will teach 
you how to make vibrant paintings of 
beasts-both real and imagined.
$36.99

Art of Map Illustration
In The Art of Map Illustration, four 
well-known artists take you on 
a journey through their unique 
techniques to mapmaking with a 
range of media, including pen and 
ink, watercolour, and mixed media, 
plus tips and advice for working 
digitally. 
$32.99

If you can cut you can collage
This book is specially designed for 
people who feel like they can’t make 
art. Want to know a secret? You 
can! You just need a little inspiration, 
instruction, and confidence. Collage is 
a wonderful creative outlet, particularly 
for people who want to make art, 
but don’t feel they have the skills or 
confidence for other endeavours. 
$32.99

The Art of Pop Up
This book shows the designs of 
pop-up creators all around the world 
with some of their most innovative 
designs and practical examples 
to construct them. Full of colour 
illustration and inspiring force, The 
Art of Pop-Up: The Magical World of 
Three-Dimensional Books reveals the 
techniques of such a peculiar craft.

$69.99
Art of Folding Volume 2
Presenting a wide range of creators 
who are inspired by origami and 
whose work with various materials 
draws on traditional techniques. 
Drawing on examples from nature, this 
second volume focuses on folders’ 
know-how as it applies to art, design, 
decoration, fashion, furniture and 
lightning, architecture, new folding 
techniques and “intelligent” objects.
$89.99

767 Handmade Illustrations
An outstanding showcase of 
highly graphic vintage pen and ink 
illustrations of the famous visual artist 
Joan Escandell, this book draws 
on classic styles from various eras, 
evoking their particular atmospheres 
with an intriguing modern twist. 
Escandell contributed to Disney’s 
Cinderella, The Lion King, Hercules, 
and Pocahontas.
$55.00
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Words into Shapes
A calligram is a form of poetry 
created to be viewed and admired, 
as well as being read, and stands out 
given its peculiar typographic layout, 
as the words are placed to create a 
picture or other strange designs. In 
such calligrams, in general terms, the 
poet makes a picture related to the 
poems main theme with the words.

$65.00

Graffiti Alphabets
Claudia Walde spent over two years 
collecting alphabets by 154 artists 
from thirty countries to show the 
many different styles and approaches 
to lettering within the graffiti and 
street art cultures. All of the artists 
have roots in graffiti. Some are world 
renowned; others are lesser known 
or only now starting to emerge.

$39.99

Design School Type
This is an in-depth guide to the 
rules and practices of typography, 
you’ll learn the essential skills of the 
professional typographer in the detail. 
Searching for a way to increase 
your skills as a typographer? This 
instructive guide is specially designed 
for students.
$32.99

Design School Layout
This book provides a comprehensive 
introduction to creating and changing 
layouts: a crucially important skill 
that underpins practically every 
aspect of graphic design. You’ll get 
in-depth analysis of all the major 
areas of theory and practice used by 
experienced professional designers.
$32.99

Modern Lettering
In Modern Lettering, you will learn 
how to create beautiful decorative 
handwriting in a variety of styles. It’s 
a fun and immersive guide, inviting 
you to explore beautiful letterforms, 
experiment with your own hand-
lettering style and use calligraphy for 
creative projects.
$45.00

Handstyle Lettering
Handstyle Lettering puts the best 
in contemporary hand-lettering on 
display with artist profiles as well 
as broad surveys of handcrafted 
typographic projects used for 
signage, logos, invitations and more. 
$79.99

Printmaking Traditional And 
Contemporary Techniques
Printmaking is an inspirational 
and essential resource for 
modern printmakers. It offers a 
comprehensive guide to printmaking 
techniques. Interviews with leading 
artists provide an insight to their 
different working methods.
$69.99

Silkscreen Masters
Silkscreen Masters is a 
groundbreaking project, both a 
manual on screen printing and a 
showcase of the world’s leading 
printers. The manual covers 
everything from print basics to setting 
up a professional studio, as well as 
in-depth features on leading studios 
and a range of pro tips and hacks.
$55.00

Life in Letterpress 
Allan Kitching
This monograph documents the work of 
world-renowned typographer, designer 
and letterpress practitioner Alan 
Kitching. Spanning over fifty years, this 
lavish volume leads us from Kitching’s 
first typographical experiments under 
the auspices of mentor Anthony 
Froshaug to his most iconic creations 
at The Typography Workshop.
$90.00

Risography: Loving 
Imperfections
The risography is a subculture and a 
printing method with a very peculiar 
and unique aesthetic with whom a 
lot of artist, designers, creative and 
bookmakers have fallen in love. 
Riso printing is quick & cheap! Many 
people are using and promoting this 
process which combines old and new 
technologies to produce print work.
$65.00
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Creative Marker Art and Beyond
Whether you love to draw snoozing 
cats, inquisitive horses, watchful 
birds, patterned landscapes, or 
stunning sunsets, there’s something 
for everyone in Creative Marker Art 
and Beyond. We have ensured that 
anyone can pick up our innovative 
and fun lessons. 
$27.99

101 Textures in Coloured Pencil
101 Textures in Colored Pencil 
provides artists with step-by-step 
instructions for drawing a wide 
variety of the most common textures 
and surfaces, including sand, water, 
metals, foliage, wood, fabrics, stone, 
grass, hair, and many more. 
$32.99

Pastel Innovation
Designed for beginners considering 
using pastel for the first time, for 
experienced artists who may feel 
uninspired, and for anyone in 
between, the skills you will gain with 
Pastel Innovations, will help you build 
confidence and open your world so 
you can paint what can be, not just 
what you think is. 

$55.00

Artful Adventures Mixed Media
Each art tutorial inside is designed 
to teach you to seek your own 
inspiration and incorporate fresh 
ideas in your work. With Artful 
Adventures in Mixed Media, you will 
paint, layer and collage your way to 
beautiful, meaningful art.
$49.99

Bored with Watercolour
Whether you’re at the beginning 
of your artistic journey, stuck in a 
rut and in desperate need of some 
inspiration or simply looking to 
improve your skills with watercolour, 
this book is sure to awaken your 
creativity. Stimulate your artistic 
minds and open your paint boxes to 
a whole new realm of possibility.

$24.99

Mixed Media Art
Featuring a wide variety of mixed 
media techniques, including drawing 
and painting, stamping, stitching, 
ephemera, encaustics, collaging, 
journaling, and more, The Complete 
Book of Mixed Media Art is the 
perfect resource for artists exploring 
the many ways they can expand their 
artistic horizons with mixed media art. 

$27.99

Tips Tricks Slab Coils Pottery
From pinch pots to coiled boxes to 
soft slab tableware, mastering hand 
building is a lifelong pursuit. This 
book covers all the foundational skills 
with lessons for constructing both 
simple and complex forms from clay. 
$45.00

Art Journey Abstract Painting
An Inspired Collection of the Best of 
Abstract Art! Abstract art is a visual 
language - a riot of colour, a profound 
explosion of texture and shape, a 
quiet collision of forms. Dynamic 
works of art can showcase pastel 
painting, showcase watercolour 
flowers, or even build off pen and ink 
drawings. Abstract artists are limited 
only by their imagination.
$99.99

Keys to drawing Imagination
This ten-year edition of Keys to 
Drawing With Imagination is a course 
for artists in how to take something, 
do something to it and make 
something new.
$49.99

500 Self Portraits
A compelling collection of self-
portraits from throughout recorded 
history, revised to include captivating 
contemporary works.
$44.99
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Black and White Photography
Beautifully illustrated and far-
reaching in scope, this guide is 
destined to be a standard reference 
for years to come. Alongside the work 
of author Michael Freeman, you’ll find 
the classic photography of renowned 
black and white photographers 
such as Ansel Adams, Ian Berry, Bill 
Brandt, Edward Curtis, Brett Weston 
and Edward Weston.
$39.99

50 Photographers you should 
Know
This dynamic introduction to the most 
important photographers from the 
inception of photography to today. 
From Felix Nadar’s aerial photos  
to Walker Evans’ stirring photos 
and Nan Goldin’s poetic scenarios, 
each of the photographers featured 
here represents a vital aspect of 
photography’s evolution.
$45.00

50 Contemporary Photographers 
You Should Know
The newest addition to Prestel’s 
highly successful series offers the 
perfect introduction to the best 
contemporary photographers 
and their most iconic works. This 
collection is a great way to become 
familiar with the wide variety of 
techniques and styles embraced by 
the medium. 
$45.00

Understanding Colour 
In Photography
Veteran photographer and instructor 
Bryan Peterson is best known for his 
arresting imagery using bold, graphic 
colour and composition. Here he 
explores his signature use of colour in 
photography for the first time, showing 
readers his process for creating 
striking images that pop off the page. 
$49.99

Dictionary of Photography
This book encompasses the history, 
art and science of photography. At 
a time when information is instantly 
accessible on the internet, but 
is often of doubtful reliability or 
provenance, this ambitious project 
reasserts the veracity, reliability and 
accuracy of scholarly research in 
reference publishing.

$60.00

Read This To Be 
Instagram Famous
So you’ve got an Instagram account, 
you’re posting pictures, but your 
follower count has flatlined. Read 
This If You Want to Be Instagram 
Famous holds the answers to fixing 
up your feed and finding thousands 
of new followers. Packed with the 
essential secrets of the hottest 
Instagrammers around.
$24.99

Pocket Universal Principles Art
This book provides a handy, portable, 
reference for art enthusiast, art 
students, and any artist on the go. 
This is the same excellent information 
as the original, but now in a 
condensed, easy-to-navigate format. 
This pocket edition presents one 
hundred principles and fundamental 
ideas and approaches to making art. 

$19.99

New Art Critical Introduction
The New Art History provides a 
comprehensive introduction to the 
fundamental changes which have 
occurred in both the institutions 
and practice of art history over the 
last thirty years. Jonathan Harris 
examines and accounts for the new 
approaches to the study of art which 
have been grouped loosely under the 
term ‘the new art history’. 
$120.00

Art Book Ideas Explained 
Simply
Discover what makes a piece a 
significant work of art and tour history’s 
greatest masterpieces. See the master 
works of Picasso, van Gogh, Monet, 
and more. From prehistoric cave 
paintings to postmodern art, The Art 
Book explores more than 100 different 
movements, periods, and works 
throughout history.
$45.00

Beg Borrow Steal
This book presents numerous 
historically important art works 
spanning from the 19th century 
to Surrealism, including notable 
European illustrators such as Odilon 
Redon, Gustav Klimt, and many more. 

$27.99
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The easiest and best way to manage your selection and 
order your books is via our easy-to-use online webstore.
Your 10% school book discount and free freight will apply.
Your discount won’t show on the web but is applied when your order is invoiced.

If you would prefer, you can use the order  
form provided and fax it to 09 524 0391.  
or email glenn@gordonharris.co.nz
If you are having trouble sourcing a particular  
title or have any other queries, please feel  
free to email me glenn@gordonharris.co.nz
I’d love to hear from you! 
The team and I thank you  
for your on-going support.

Ordering All Secondary Schools are regularly  
sent a flyer detailing new books. 

www.gordonharris.co.nz
New titles added every week.

FREE FREIGHT  
10% DISCOUNT

A N D

Virtually every facet of the rich  
and diverse world of human  
creativity is represented on  
our online store.  
 
Please treat it as your “go-to”  
place for inspiring, fascinating,  
engrossing and beautiful Art  
and Design books.

If you are not completly happy with the book you have ordered, please return (in new condition) for a full credit. Book stocks will vary between stores. 
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The Art of Decadence European 
Fantasy Art
Across time and space, the motifs 
and images of Decadence are 
repeatedly depicted in literature, fine 
arts, music and other art forms. This 
book presents numerous historically 
important art works spanning from 
the 19th century to Surrealism.
$89.99

Animals 850 Handmade 
Illustrations
The book features retro style pen and 
ink illustrations by Joan Escandell. 
The book gives free access to 
a library of downloadable high 
resolution animal images.
$49.99

New Zealand Art Activity Book
This new edition of a much loved and 
used book includes reproductions 
of 51 historical and contemporary 
works from Te Papa’s art collection, 
new works commissioned from 
contemporary New Zealand artists, 
and art-based activities. 
$29.99

Think Like An Artist Don’t Act 
Like One
This book presents seventy-five ways 
to look at art and seventy-five life 
lessons you can learn from it. It’s a 
lively introduction to art history as it 
resonates in your own daily life and 
an exhortation to look at art in your 
own personal way.
$24.99

Your Ideas Start Here
With change happening faster and 
faster in our tech-ruled world, being 
able to think creatively, flexibly, and 
quickly is more important than ever. 
In Your Idea Starts Here, graphic 
designer Carolyn Eckert offers 75 
specific questions, techniques, and 
exercises - cleverly combined with 
fascinating infographics and other 
visuals - to jump-start creative thinking.
$34.99

How to talk to Children 
about Art
This book gives examples of the 
kinds of questions a child might ask 
about the paintings such as; ‘Who 
are the people in this painting?’ ‘Why 
has the artist used those colours?’ 
‘How did the artist choose what to 
paint?’ And provides straightforward 
answers.
$32.99
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The Dark Book 9781908175793 $79.99
Bodies Of Work Contempoarary Figures 9780764349829 $119.99
Screenprinting Sketchbook To Squeegee 9780500293201 $55.00
History Of Graphic Design 1890-1959 9783836563079 $140.00
Colour Index XL 9780399579783 $55.00
Bookbinding Folding, Sewing And Binding 9781786271686 $95.00
Elizabeth Peyton Dark Incandence 9780847858552 $119.00
Kehinde Wiley A New Republic 9783791354309 $125.00
Biophilia Christopher Marley 9781419715617 $80.00
Bosch 9780500970799 $65.00
Contemporary Voices Asian Islamic Art 9788857234762 $120.00
David Hockney 82 Portraits 9781910350287 $99.00
Language Of Bugs Zhu Yingchun 9781851498857 $59.99
Alices Adventures Alice Hawkins 9780500292907 $50.00
Tracey Moffat My Horizons 9780500500996 $55.00
Yayoi Kusama Infinity Mirrors 9783791355948 $110.00
Jimmie Durham 9780714874012 $100.00
A-Z Great Modern Artists 9781844037803 $29.99
Modern Art America 1908-1968 (Paperback) 9780714875248 $80.00
Pierre Gilles 40 9782080202802 $95.00
Nature Morte (Paperback) 9780500292235 $65.00
Abstract Expressionism 9781910350300 $129.00
American Dream Printmaking 9780500239605 $90.00
Hidden Frida Kahlo 9783791383644 $125.00
Girlgaze: How Girls See The World 9780847860890 $69.99
Film Posters Of The Russian Avant Garde 9783836559485 $50.00
Spectrum 24 Contemporary Fantasy Art 9781933865997 $99.99
Geek Ink 9781631064586 $32.99
Draw Manga Simple Steps 9781782214724 $39.99
Manga Crash Course Fantasy 9781440350047 $49.99
Creature Garden Illustration Guide 9781631064272 $36.99
Art Of Map Illustration 9781633224841 $32.99
If You Can Cut You Can Collage 9781631593352 $32.99
The Art Of Pop Up 9788416851263 $69.99
Art Of Folding Volume 2 9788416504640 $89.99
767 Handmade Illustrations 9788416851270 $55.00
Words Into Shapes 9788416500512 $65.00
Graffiti Alphabets 9780500294161 $39.99
Design School Type 9781631593208 $32.99
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Design School Layout 9781631593192 $32.99
Modern Lettering 9781849944472 $45.00
Handstlye Lettering 9789887714842 $79.99
Printmaking Traditional And Contemporary Techniques 9782888933489 $69.99
Silkscreen Masters 978886131663 $55.00
Life In Letterpress Allan Kitching 9781780677729 $90.00
Risography: Loving Imperfections 9788416500581 $65.00
Creative Marker Art And Beyond 9781633223394 $27.99
101 Textures In Coloured Pencil 9781633223400 $32.99
Pastel Innovation 9781440350467 $55.00
Artful Adventures Mixed Media 9781440348334 $49.99
Bored With Watercolour 9781781574041 $24.99
Mixed Media Art 9781633223431 $27.99
Tips Tricks Slab Coils Pottery 9780760352731 $45.00
Art Journey Abstract Painting 9781440351600 $99.99
Keys To Drawing Imagination 9781440350733 $49.99
500 Self Portraits 9780714875958 $44.99
Black And White Photography 9781781573242 $39.99
50 Photographers You Should Know 9783791383590 $45.00
50 Contemporary Photographers You Should Know 9783791382593 $45.00
Understanding Colour In Photography 9780770433116 $49.99
Dictionary Of Photography 9780500544990 $60.00
Read This To Be Instagram Famous 9781780679679 $24.99
Pocket Universal Principles Art 9781631593734 $19.99
New Art Critical Introduction 9780415230087 $120.00
Art Book Ideas Explained Simply 9781465453372 $45.00
Beg Borrow Steal 9781780679464 $27.99
The Art Of Decadence European Fantasy Art 9784756248411 $89.99
Animals 850 Handmade Illustrations 9788416504190 $49.99
New Zealand Art Activity Book 9780994136237 $29.99
Think Like An Artist Don’t Act Like One 9789063694685 $24.99
Your Ideas Start Here 9781612127798 $34.99
How To Talk To Children About Art 9780711239302 $32.99
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